**New EPA regulations can add ‘green’ to the bottom line**

**Why a New Project? Read here.**

**New Qual O Regulations**

What is the purpose of Qual O Technology, and why is it important for the oil and gas industry? How do regulations affect the industry, and how do they impact the bottom line?

**Gas Techno® Process**

**Products Include:**
- Methane (Methanol + Ethanol + Formaldehyde)
- Alternative Fuels
- Plastics & Resins
- Consumer Products
- Many, many more...

**Gas Jack compressors**

Develop and demonstrate a technology for small oil and gas producers to reduce or eliminate gas flaring and/or methane emissions associated with gas production in a manner that results in monetization of the valuable gases captured.

**Gas Techno**

**Formaldehyde & Ethanol**

**Methanol**

**Potential JIP!**

Funding is being sought for this project. If you are interested in participating, contact Rich Haut at rhaut@HARCResearch.org.

**Environmentally Friendly Drilling Systems**

**2013 Year-end Review**

New Project: Addressing Gas Flaring by Utilizing Novel Technologies to Monetize Gas at the Wellhead

1. **Decision management system to screen technologies to mitigate flaring.**
   (maintain system on EFD website)

2. **Technical evaluation of new technologies.**

3. **Analysis of field demonstration results.**

4. **Transformation of wasted gases into salable products.**

5. **Reduce emissions in a cost effective manner.**

6. **Further reduction of imported hydrocarbon commodities.**

**New Project: Addressing Gas Flaring by Utilizing Novel Technologies to Monetize Gas at the Wellhead**

- Addressing gas flaring
- Utilizing novel technologies
- Monetizing gas at the wellhead

- New EPA regulations can add ‘green’ to the bottom line


- New Qual O Regulations

- Gas Techno® Process

- Products Include:
  - Methane (Methanol + Ethanol + Formaldehyde)
  - Alternative Fuels
  - Plastics & Resins
  - Consumer Products
  - Many, many more...

- Gas Jack compressors

- Develop and demonstrate a technology for small oil and gas producers to reduce or eliminate gas flaring and/or methane emissions associated with gas production in a manner that results in monetization of the valuable gases captured.

- Potential JIP!

Funding is being sought for this project. If you are interested in participating, contact Rich Haut at rhaut@HARCResearch.org.
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